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Business intelligence transforms real-time data into actionable
insights, enabling you to make smart strategic and tactical business
decisions. BI delivers the reports, summaries, dashboards, graphs,
and charts you need to gain a deep understanding of the state of your
business.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE (BI)
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To truly impact your business, reduce costs, and improve efficiency,
you need to eliminate your octopus of interconnected solutions and
find the answers you need in one place. You need a single software
solution with all critical information, so you know the state of your
business in real time and can move faster and smarter to take
advantage of opportunities and resolve issues.

DATA CONSOLIDATION

Real-time alerts provide instant notifications on mission critical
processes – price shocks, supply chain disruptions, inventory levels,
even company-specified risk thresholds. With exception alerts, you
know the instant a problem occurs, so you can immediately jump into
action.

EXCEPTION ALERTS

AI delivers tremendous benefits by automating manual business
processes. If you are processing a lot of data and relying heavily on
manual data entry, transitioning to an AI-based system that can scan
and translate documents directly into your software can provide a
tremendous boost to your business.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)

Collaborating with business partners and customers via portals allows
both parties to share, edit and inspect critical information easily,
reducing time spent sending documents back and forth via email or
fax. It’s faster and eliminates issues with version control.

COLLABORATION TOOLS

REAL-TIME DATA

A real-time view into risk, pricing, inventory, and transportation
ensures you have an accurate and current view of your business, so
you can react quickly and effectively to disruptions.

REAL-TIME DATA

Contact iRely to learn how we can help you 
improve efficiency and reduce risk

info@irely.com | irely.com
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